Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) has become a popular clinical method to modify cortical processing. The events underlying TMS-induced functional changes remain, however, largely unknown because current noninvasive recording methods lack spatiotemporal resolution or are incompatible with the strong TMS-associated electrical field. In particular, an answer to the question of how the relatively unspecific nature of TMS stimulation leads to specific neuronal reorganization, as well as a detailed picture of TMStriggered reorganization of functional brain modules, is missing. Here we used real-time optical imaging in an animal experimental setting to track, at submillimeter range, TMS-induced functional changes in visual feature maps over several square millimeters of the brain's surface. We show that high-frequency TMS creates a transient cortical state with increased excitability and increased response variability, which opens a time window for enhanced plasticity. Visual stimulation (i.e., 30 min of passive exposure) with a single orientation applied during this TMS-induced permissive period led to enlarged imprinting of the chosen orientation on the visual map across visual cortex. This reorganization was stable for hours and was characterized by a systematic shift in orientation preference toward the trained orientation. Thus, TMS can noninvasively trigger a targeted large-scale remodeling of fundamentally mature functional architecture in early sensory cortex.
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sensory cortex plasticity | remodeling orientation maps | voltage-sensitive dye imaging | transcranial magnetic stimulation | state-dependent response variability D espite the fact that the functional layout of early sensory cortical areas appears largely fixed in the adult central nervous system, there is also evidence that cortical networks can specifically be remodeled through experience or perceptual training (1) (2) (3) . However, the underlying mechanisms and the conditions under which remodeling can be enhanced are still under debate. Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) holds promise as a tool for noninvasively facilitating cortical reorganization (4) (5) (6) (7) . At the behavioral level, repetitive TMS enables long-lasting functional alterations in the visual system when used in combination with perceptual learning protocols (8, 9) . For example, high-frequency (10 Hz) TMS over human primary visual cortex (V1) can improve contrast sensitivity of amblyopic ("lazy-eye") patients (8) and modulate performance in visual detection tasks (10) . However, the neuronal basis of TMS-induced changes and the presumed modifications in functional connectivity are unknown because online monitoring methods using neuroimaging techniques applicable in humans (e.g., fMRI, MEG, EEG) are limited in either spatial or temporal resolution, or both (11) (12) (13) .
Here we used voltage-sensitive dye (VSD) imaging in anesthetized cats and applied TMS over V1 followed by prolonged (30-min) visual stimulation. Our goal here was to create a simple model of passive, nonattentional, visual training (14) . The VSD transforms changes in neuronal membrane voltage into fluorescent signals, providing micrometer and microsecond resolution for imaging neocortical functional activity (15) , and is immune to TMS-induced electromagnetic artifacts (16) .
Results
Experiments started with acquisition of orientation maps followed by 30 min of TMS. In most experiments, maps were again evaluated directly after TMS before visual stimulation started with prolonged exposure to a single orientation. Fig. 1A shows two examples of V1 orientation maps before (pre-) and after (post-) treatment with high-frequency 10-Hz TMS and subsequent visual stimulation. Before TMS, the recorded maps displayed the typical layout (Fig. 1A, Left) , characterized by regular representation of different orientation angles around "pinwheel" centers (17) . Next, we inspected the maps following 10-Hz TMS and prolonged visual exposure to a single orientation, excluding times directly after visual stimulation to avoid overlap with early adaptation effects (18) . We detected that maps were dominated by the representation of the stimulated orientation, i.e., horizontal in the example in Fig. 1A , Top. Starting from a map with roughly equal representation of all orientations, the cortical area representing horizontal (orange/reddish/colors) increased by 28.9%, here measured 1-2.5 h post visual stimulation. To verify that the plastic cortical change was specific to visual stimulation, we used different orientations in different experiments. In the second example shown (Fig. 1A, Bottom) , stimulus orientation was 90°, and orientation was dominance-shifted
Significance
Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) holds promise as a tool for noninvasively facilitating plastic changes in cortical networks. However, highly resolved visualization of its modulatory effects remains elusive because current neuroimaging techniques applicable in humans are limited in spatiotemporal resolution. Here we used an imaging approach with voltagesensitive dye and tracked, at submillimeter range, TMS-induced plastic changes across cat primary visual cortex. We show that high-frequency 10-Hz TMS induces a state where visual cortical maps are transiently "destabilized." In turn, the cortex was sensitized to a bias in input-here imposed by prolonged exposure to a single visual orientation-and primed to relearn connectivity patterns. These findings implicate an early post-TMS time window for promising therapeutic interventions through TMS. toward vertical orientations (bluish/greenish colors), again revealing an increased (18.6%) representation of the stimulated and neighboring orientations. Across all experiments, the relative augmentation of regions representing the stimulated orientation was 19.0 ± 4.0% SEM ( Fig. 1B ; P = 0.0257, one-sample t test, Bonferroni-corrected for eight comparisons, n = 7 experiments), with simultaneous reduction of pixels with orientation preference orthogonal (i.e., 90°) to the stimulated orientation ( Fig. 1B , P = 0.0099, one-sample t test, Bonferroni-corrected for eight comparisons, n = 7). No significant changes were observed in cases where visual stimulation followed sham TMS (Fig. 1B , black bars, n = 3). Fig. 1C summarizes these findings in a polar graph (SI Appendix, SI Methods) for the individual experiments (thin lines). On average the cortical reorganization was evident in the biased occurrence of orientations neighboring the visually trained orientation after 10-Hz TMS (Fig. 1C , red lines in Left graph, average outlined in bold), notably different from pretreatment conditions (outlined stippled gray), as well as from sham pre and post visual stimulation conditions (Fig. 1C, Right graph) . Further analysis revealed that the increased representation of the stimulated orientation was not randomly recruited-apparent by a systematic shift in orientation preference of the neighboring orientation domains toward the stimulated orientation (Fig. 2) .
The above findings indicate that the key mechanisms responsible for the observed remodeling lie in the immediate highfrequency TMS effects. Next, we therefore directed our analysis to the time window straight after TMS treatment ("post 10-Hz TMS"). Fig. 3A , Left depicts orientation map layout, assigning reproducibility values (i.e., trial-to-trial circular variance; see SI Appendix, SI Methods) to all pixels. If a given pixel consistently responded strongest to the same orientation in each trial, it has a high reproducibility value (brightness in maps indicates degree of reproducibility) with low values (dark) for inconsistent preferred orientation across trials. Note that this method faithfully captures the location of pinwheel centers (see dark local spots within the three encircled examples) because pinwheel pixels cover (i.e., average) neurons tuned to different orientations at closest distance (17) . Strikingly, following 10-Hz TMS, the reproducibility of the pixels' orientation preferences was strongly reduced compared with the pre-TMS map (Fig. 3A, Right) .
Furthermore, the rising phase of the VSD includes a small downturn ("notch"; Fig. 3B , gray trace), which was proposed to reflect inhibitory processes that sharpen orientation tuning (19) . We found the notch diminished after 10-Hz TMS and a subsequently increased amplitude of cortical activity ( Fig. 3B ; compare gray and bluish traces in encircled region and thereafter). Consistent with the present results, we previously demonstrated that 10-Hz TMS produces an excitatory cortical state where suppression is weakened, leading to the disappearance of the notch and subsequent increase in evoked activity levels with decreased orientation-specific response components (16) .
In addition, pixels with low reproducibility revealed a substantial loss in modulation depth ( Fig. 3C , P = 0.0138, paired t test, n = 5 experiments, in which we imaged directly after 10-Hz TMS). In other words, the difference between preferred and orthogonal responses [and thus selectivity (20) ] was reduced compared with pixels with high reproducibility. To further confirm that the effects we observed were specific to the TMS intervention, we tracked mean reproducibility values of pre-and post-TMS conditions after 10-Hz TMS and sham controls for each individual experiment (Fig. 3D ). Reproducibility did not significantly change after sham TMS ( Fig. 3D ; P = 0.4995, paired t test, n = 4 experiments). In contrast, reproducibility was significantly reduced after 10-Hz TMS ( Fig. 3D ; P = 0.0155, paired t test) in all experiments, and this reduction was significantly different from sham conditions (P = 0.0086, nonpaired t test). These results validate 10-Hz TMS induction of increased variability and also suggest increased decorrelation of responses across the entire neuronal populations. To quantify the effect on the correlational structure of orientation maps, we correlated averages of resampled single-trial maps (bootstrap, 1,000 iterations) with the mean map for each orientation (Fig. 3E) . The matrices displayed the expected diagonal of highest-correlation coefficients across maps of the same orientation. After 10-Hz TMS these Percentage of change in representation (mean across experiments) after 10-Hz TMS (red, n = 7) and after sham (black, n = 3); error bars indicate SEM. Values were binned to cardinal and oblique orientations and centered (on zero) relative to the orientation used for visual stimulation. **P < 0.01, one-sample t test. An eight-way ANOVA test showed that there is a significant difference between 10-Hz TMS and sham conditions in at least one pair of changes (P < 0.0001). Post hoc multiple comparison analysis revealed that this difference was significant at the stimulated (0°) orientation (P = 0.0453). (C) Polar plots of the distribution of orientation preference for the individual experiments (thin lines) and their mean (thick lines), with zero relative to the trained orientation.
correlations strongly declined ( Fig. 3E , Top; P = 0.0078 paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test, n = 5 experiments). This decline was again significant in contrast to sham conditions (P = 0.0281, Wilcoxon rank-sum test), where orientation maps maintained initial response correlations ( Fig. 3E , Bottom; P = 0.1484, paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test, n = 4 experiments). We conclude that the observed decline in reproducibility indicates a high-frequency TMS-induced state, in which the cortex is less suppressed, thus more excitable, and exhibits decreased orientation selectivity and decorrelation of neuronal responses: these phenomena together seem to set the ground for remodeling of the maps. Do neurons after remodeling, particularly those with newly acquired orientation preference, display consistent orientation tuning? Fig. 4 (red solid line) depicts the tuning curve for pixels that coded for the stimulated orientation before the 10-Hz TMS intervention, as a Gaussian fit through values across all experiments. The half width at half height (45.1°) was comparable to tuning width obtained before TMS treatment (42.9°, gray curve, calculated across pixels with preference to stimulated orientations) and in the range as reported in a previous VSD-imaging study when averaging over hundreds of milliseconds (19) .
Importantly, the tuning width of pixels including neurons that underwent remodeling (stippled red curve) was similar (43.7°) to that of pixels that maintained their preference throughout the experiment, altogether suggesting consistent tuning for the newly acquired orientation after reorganization of the maps.
To finally test the hypothesis that map remodeling was specifically facilitated by 10-Hz TMS-induced increase in excitability, we performed TMS using a 1-Hz protocol, proposed to act dominantly suppressive (13, 16, 21, 22) . Neither remodeling nor significant shifts in orientation preference (P = 0.2973, repeated measures ANOVA, across all orientations, Greenhouse-Geissercorrected) were found when visual stimulation was applied after TMS with 1 Hz (Fig. 5 A-D) . Computing amplitude differences of visually evoked activity between pre-and immediate post-TMS conditions we found that activity after 1-Hz TMS was significantly reduced in comparison with 10-Hz TMS (Fig. 5E) . Moreover, post 10-Hz correlations across maps and map reproducibility were significantly lower compared with post 1-Hz TMS (Fig. 5 F and G, all orientations combined), further suggesting that the observed remodeling was specifically facilitated by high-frequency 
10-Hz TMS along with induced decorrelation and increase of response variability.

Discussion
In previous studies, intracortical microstimulation (23, 24) or retinal lesions were used (3, (25) (26) (27) (28) to show that the intrinsic horizontal cortical network has the potential to undergo remapping of orientation preference. The latter approach revealed slowly developing and long-lasting effects after weeks and months of recovery within the deprived cortical region (3, 25, 26, 28) . How stable are the reorganized maps in our case, where we noninvasively applied only a brief period of cortical perturbation by TMS? We found map stability was preserved for up to 6 h after TMS and visual stimulation (median across all experiments was 2.5 h), i.e., for as long as we could record reliable optical signals (see Methods). Using 2-photon imaging it has been shown that spine growth and retraction, as well as de novo formation of axonal boutons, can occur over tens of minutes (29) , contributing to massive restructuring of neuronal circuits (30) , which makes it likely that the here observed remodeling might be associated with structural plasticity. We speculate that a long-lasting establishment of functional reorganization may, however, also require repeated sessions of high-frequency TMS (12, 31) to counteract the tendency of neurons that underwent plastic changes to regain their pretreatment response properties (32) . Additionally, the fact that we measured effects under anesthesia must be taken into account, as cortical responsiveness can be changed greatly, dependent on behavioral conditions (33) .
Whether TMS-induced remodeling of orientation maps promotes existing intrinsic cross-connectivity through unmasking of latent inhibitory connections (26, 34, 35) or, rather, incorporates plastic changes across thalamic afferents (36) remains to be clarified. On the one hand, high-frequency TMS pulses facilitate cortical disinhibition (37, 38) and, consequently, excitability. Moreover, repetitive 10-Hz magnetic stimulation in entorhinohippocampal slice cultures was shown to reduce GABAergic synaptic strength (22) . Hence, the here found 10-Hz TMS-triggered attractive shift in orientation preference toward the stimulated orientation could result from weakening of lateral suppression (39) . On the other hand, increased excitability was recently proposed to evolve from TMS-induced cortico-subcortical loops (40) based on the observation of a rebound excitation phase following TMS (16, 40) . Thus, postulating that increased excitability predisposes toward remodeling, the dominance of the visually stimulated orientation could also incorporate TMS-enhanced changes of thalamic input.
In contrast to the strong effect of 10-Hz TMS, 1-Hz TMS showed decreased responsiveness, along with no remodeling effects. This would support the view that low-frequency TMS facilitates suppressive mechanisms (13, 16, (20) (21) (22) and conceivably stabilizes orientation maps.
Finally, our results imply a surprising homogeneity of changes in orientation map layout after 10-Hz TMS. Note, however, that our method depicts an average population picture of upper cortical layer activity. Therefore, possibly existing subpopulations of neurons resistant to plasticity (32, 41) remain masked. Similarly, the method is blind to the possibility of involvement of distinct inhibitory cell circuits, which have been shown to change cortical state and enhance visual plasticity through disinhibition (42) .
In summary, our data show that high-frequency 10-Hz TMS induces a state where visual responses are destabilized and undergo increased variability (i.e., decreased reproducibility) in orientation preference accompanied by increased excitability, most likely based on changes in excitation/inhibition balance-a potential main driving force for plastic cortical processes (43) (44) (45) . In turn, the cortex may transiently be sensitized to a bias in input (23, 41, 46) -here imposed by prolonged stimulation with a single orientation-and primed to relearn connectivity patterns. Our results therefore suggest that perceptual training would be most effective immediately following high-frequency TMS application. During the immediate post-TMS phase, internal variability is produced in cortical responses (47) , which may increase sensitivity to new input regularities. Plastic neuronal processes are then primed to store the newly acquired response properties. Interestingly, such a principle, that is, flexibly processing the tradeoff between internally generated variability and acquisition of novel global regularities to restructure neuronal networks, has recently been shown also for human motor-learning (48) . We show here at the level of early sensory cortex that such remapping can be targeted and enhanced by specific input combined with noninvasive brain stimulation.
Materials and Methods
Experimental Design. We applied voltage-sensitive dye (VSD) imaging over primary visual cortex (V1) in adult anesthetized cats (mean age 19 mo ± 5, SD; mean body weight 3.3 kg ± 1, SD). First, we imaged the layout of orientation maps using drifting oriented gratings to determine their individual layout across cortex ("pre" conditions). After establishment of the orientation maps, repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) was performed over V1 for ∼30 min (see below for details). In seven experiments we used 10 Hz, in five experiments we used 1 Hz, and in four experiments we used sham TMS as controls. In five out of the seven 10-Hz TMS experiments and in all other experiments with different conditions, orientation maps were measured immediately after TMS. In two 1-Hz experiments, only two (cardinal) orientations were used to measure post-TMS responsiveness. Following TMS, we stimulated with counterphase flickering gratings of an individual orientation [pseudorandomly varied across different experiments (10-Hz TMS: 2 × 90°, 1 × 0°, 2 × +45°, 2 × −45°; 1-Hz TMS: 90°, +45°, −45°; sham TMS: 90°, 0°, +45°, −45°) over ∼30 min] to mimic passive, nonattentional, visual training (14, 49) . Thereafter, orientation maps were continuously measured to track ongoing changes in orientation map layout (over ∼2.5 h after visual stimulation, median time across experiments, over ∼6 h at the longest in one experiment) until the end of the individual experiments, determined by significant decrease in fluorescence.
Surgery and Animal Preparation. Surgery and animal preparation followed our standard procedures (16, 50, 51) , approved in accordance with the European Union Community Council guidelines, local government authorities Fig. 3C ) for pixels that preserved preference to the stimulated orientation (solid red line), for pixels that newly acquired (i.e., remodeled) preference for the stimulated orientation (stippled red line), and for pixels before interventions (gray line). Each line is a Gaussian fit through data points of the corresponding conditions. Average across stimulated orientations; mean across seven experiments. Error bars indicate SEM. and 20 mg·kg −1 Cephazolin, i.v., twice a day. Zero-power contact lenses with a 3-mm-diameter pupil were used as protectives, and lenses were used to focus the eyes on the screen. Heart rate, intratracheal pressure, end-tidal CO 2 , and body temperature were monitored. The skull was opened above area V1, the dura was removed, and a chamber was mounted. The cortex was stained for 2-3 h with voltage-sensitive dye (RH-1691), then unbound dye was washed out with artificial CSF.
VSD Optical Imaging and Preprocessing. Optical recordings were performed using the Imager 3001 (Optical Imaging Inc.) and a tandem lens macroscope (52) , with 85 mm/1.2 away and 50 mm/1.2 toward subject, attached to a CCD camera (DalStar; Dalsa). For detection of changes in fluorescence the cortex was illuminated with light of wavelength 630 ± 10 nm, and emitted light above 665 nm was collected. Recording frame rate was set to 100 Hz. The raw imaging data were preprocessed by dividing each pixel value by an average of 200-ms prestimulus activity and subsequently subtracted by the average of two blanks (i.e., recordings with an isoluminant gray screen) to remove heartbeat and respiration "artifacts." As our recordings were synchronized with the heartbeat and respiration cycles of the animal, blank subtraction effectively removes those artifacts (16, 50, 51 Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation. Magnetic pulses were generated by a MagStim rapid 2 stimulator (The Magstim Company Ltd.) and applied to the occipital cortex via a 90-mm circular coil (to optimize camera access) or a 70-mm figure-of-eight coil (in two experiments). Coils were covered with wet cotton compresses, ventilated by a microventilator to avoid overheating. The circular coil was placed horizontally 5-10 mm above the skull, enclosing the cranial recording chamber. To position the strongest induced electric field as close as possible to the imaged area and, at the same time, to avoid any contact with stereotactic equipment in front of the animal, the coil was placed slightly off-center with respect to the recording chamber. When a figure-of-eight coil was used, it was positioned obliquely and closest to the chamber at the imaged side. In all cases, coil position was adjusted to create an unobstructed view through the camera lens. Stimulator output was measured by a semiconductor probe based on n-type doped Ga-As heterostructure (A. Wieck, Faculty of Physics, Ruhr University Bochum, Germany). The stimulator generated 400 μs biphasic magnetic pulses; output was set to 60% of maximal intensity, corresponding to peak magnetic field strength of 0.2−0.5 Tesla. Measurements in spherical models of different sizes demonstrated decreasing electric field strength with decreasing brain sizes (53) . Using a circular coil with similar properties to the one used here, Weissman et al. (43) estimated that the electric field strength in a brain of the size of a cat was ∼30−50 V m −1 lower compared with the human brain size. Thus, under the given constraints of a sphere, we induced an electric field of 25-80 V m −1 .
Repetitive TMS was applied for a period of 25-30 min. The 10-Hz protocol contained high-frequency sequences of five pulses triggered every 7 s, with 3-to 5-min breaks to avoid overheating of the coil or to exchange with a spare. Sham TMS was performed, during which the coil was positioned at a 45°angle from horizontal, >10 cm away from the head of the animal, under otherwise identical experimental conditions to the 10-Hz protocol. For the low-frequency (1-Hz) protocol, pulses were applied in three trains, each lasting 7 min, summing up to 1,250 pulses.
Data Analysis and Statistics. To calculate orientation maps, images were first averaged over time frames (150-600 ms after stimulus onset). To eliminate high-frequency noise and low-frequency components, images were bandpass-filtered (0.225-1.75 cycles × mm −1 ). On average, results were summarized across 11.6 ± 4.66 SD trials. We tried to keep the number of trials as low as possible to minimize time between TMS and visual stimulation and to retain dye-bleaching at a minimum over the entire time course of the experiments. Trials where responses were below significance (i.e., below 2 SD of prestimulus time or below 2 SD of blank conditions) were excluded from analysis. If two or more consecutive trials were below significance during the final phase of the measurements (i.e., after TMS protocols and visual stimulation), most likely indicating decreased signal-tonoise due to dye-bleaching (54) , experiments were terminated. Edges of images were cropped to exclude noisy border regions. One sham TMS experiment was excluded from map analysis because of an initial strong bias in orientation representation toward cardinal orientations. 
